Ecumenism has been called "a new way of being a Christian." 1 This does not mean, of course, that either the ecumenical movement or the World Council of Churches (WCC) has superseded churches. Rather, for more than a century concern for Christian unity has altered the self-understanding of members, leaders, and the churches themselves, and has awakened potential for institutional change. The underlying realization has been that more unites than divides Christians. All Christians believe, for example, that God is the Creator and that the world (all finite reality) is creation. 2 This article focuses on that element in the common heritage of Christianity. Many committed to ecumenism, however, think 2014 is not a propitious time for anything ecumenical. Despite the 2009 Lutheran/Catholic Joint Agreement on Justification, a common evaluation had emerged describing the glacial pace of movement toward unity as part of an ecumenical winter. 3 Yet I agree with fellow inhabitants of northern latitudes, Finnish Minna Hietemäki and Canadian Bruce Myers, who provide thoughtful alternatives to dismay at winter in ecumenism. 4 Others-and I agree with them-see a timely advantage in receptive ecumenism that shifts interest toward taking account of what each church has received from others, thereby relieving pressure toward institutional mergers. 5 Cardinal Walter Kasper in his book Harvesting the Fruits discountenances the wintry trope altogether in view of substantial advances in four international, bilateral dialogues, and advises patient further inquiry. 6 Yet his book's title invokes autumn, not spring or summer.
Writing in the midst of what may be an ecumenical winter with negative and positive aspects, or in a time of receptivity, or simply in a period demanding patience, I do not wish to propose any structural redefinition or actual change. But cooperation is not to be rejected as only half a loaf. With a modest aim for ecumenical cooperation in reevangelization, I wish to reflect on the secular context of belief in God as Creator and finite reality as creation. Besides presenting a challenge, the secular context also offers a point of access to belief in God as Creator through the "green" experience of physical nature. That experience, understood in light of Bernard Lonergan's faith/belief distinction and a principle in the Spiritual Exercises of Ignatius Loyola, can be conceived as "primordial faith" open to belief in God as Creator and the world as creation. That concept provides a platform on which to consider cooperative reevangelizing in an ecological era on the basis of already present Christian unity.
The Secular Context
Ecumenism in the West, both wintry and receptive, takes place in a secular context. The secular context affects awareness of the creature-Creator relationship within which monotheistic religions live, believe, and act. Moreover, the secular context has an interior dimension. It does not simply surround belief as an external historical circumstance but forms an arc in a circumscribing social imaginary within the otherwise culturally variegated common sense of people in the West. So I will use the term "context" to denote an internal as well as external relation between secularity on the one hand, and the churches, faith, and Christian life on the other. A secular context varies somewhat from society to society in the West. In each society the context and faith are copresent in Western Christians in distinctive ways. My focus here will be on how the context makes a difference to common Christian belief in God as Creator within one society, the United States. Turnabout in relations between context and faith is fair play. Max Weber showed in The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism that belief affects the internal and external aspects of the secular context in economic life, but that direction of influence is not the topic here.
About the Western context Charles Taylor asks, "Why was it virtually impossible not to believe in God in, say, 1500 in our Western society, while in 2000 many of us find this not only easy, but even inescapable?" 7 In a secular age, belief and unbelief are normal if taxing options facing everybody in all mainline Protestant, Evangelical, Pentecostal, Catholic, and Orthodox churches. Believing in God, membership in a church, and identifying with historical, visible Christianity do not coalesce into an obvious, easy, or default commitment for members of Christianity's divided churches. Religion in the United States has changed from an inheritance to a choice, and not an easy one. 8 Taken for granted secularity is the US condition and context in which belief takes place.
At the same time many sociologists, philosophers, and historians have abandoned the old secularization hypothesis predicting that modernization ineluctably marginalizes, privatizes, and eventually extinguishes religion. An interrogation, rethinking, and relativizing of secularism(s) in theory and practice is underway. 9 Theory has moved toward agreement that religion and the secular are "mutually constituted" categories whose meanings imply each other. 10 Social differentiation is recognized increasingly as the most consequential outcome of historical processes of secularization in the historically distinct Latin West. Social differentiation comes about insofar as the major sectors of human activity-economic, political, scientific, cultural, familial, religious-stand on their own as independent institutional spheres each with a proper purpose, interest, set of norms, and fund of ideas. Privatization and loss of belief do not inevitably accompany that differentiation, although in Western Europe they have. 11 But the hypothesis that Western Europe is the avant-garde of a universal, uniform teleology entailing privatization as well as loss of belief and practice around the globe no longer predominates. The empirical fact of religion's durability-and in some places its resurgence-cannot be overlooked, however it may be interpreted. A relatively high index of religiosity in the United States is more typical of secularization in some Western societies, not to mention societies in other parts of the world. 12 Nonetheless a secular context cannot but affect common Christian belief in God as Creator. Secularity is pervasive but also ambivalent. It can be what Taylor speaks of as "exclusive humanism," whose selfsufficiency admits "no final goals beyond human flourishing, nor any allegiance to anything else beyond this flourishing." 13 In religious discourse closed secularity often has the name "secularism." Secularity, however, can also be open to divine transcendence. Open secularity sustains the standpoint of monotheistic belief in the creating God as the comprehensive horizon within which all secular sectors of life and thought operate. A closed secularity obviously is antithetical to belief in God, while an open secularity tolerates, affirms, or enacts belief in God. Crucially, both versions of the secular proceed from the same worldview emergent in the Latin West, according to which secular zones no longer have to struggle to secure their place in a sacred world but have become the whole of the world within which the sacred, religion, and belief have to carve out a place. 14 This latter worldview, whether open or closed, is the secular context/matrix of Western belief in God the Creator and ecumenism. 15 How does the secular context/matrix affect what may be called "a sense of creation"? A sense of creation not only involves belief in the Creator but also embraces creaturehood as the universal, albeit analogous, condition of all finite reality. Belief in Christ and the gospel builds on a sense of creation professed by most Christians in the Niceno-Constantinopolitan Creed and by some in noncreedal adherence to biblical teachings. 16 If in all churches a sense of creation has weakened in Western secular contexts, what might theology contribute to understanding the problematic situation and its potential for change? A few remarks on theological method precede a substantive response in three sections and a conclusion.
Method
Chapter 14 in Bernard Lonergan's Method in Theology undergirds my approach to the above questions. This chapter on the specialty of communications presents a limited set of heuristic principles, not a theological recipe. It offers methodological orientation and encouragement to theology engaging in mutually critical mediation between Christianity and a historically formed cultural context. 17 Orientation includes the concept of systematic theology as incomplete without contextual engagement of its attainments, the need for knowledge of a cultural context in fields other than theology in a spirit of dialogue, concern for renewal of community in churches and society, and readiness for ecumenical cooperation with all seeking the human good in society.
Encouragement comes from Lonergan's scuttling of the illusion of self-sufficiency sometimes associated with systematics. Careful seeking to understand the truth in dogmas, doctrines, and elemental meanings is an irrefragable task. 18 Without systematics the church and communications lack the best available, if always incomplete, comprehension of meaning in revealed truth and value. Without communications, however, theology as a whole has not fulfilled its purpose of interpretative contribution to the life and thought of church, individuals, ecumenism, society, culture, and other religions. That purpose is why communications, not systematics, crowns the series of Lonergan's eight functional specialties.
In Method's chapter 5 on functional specialties, Lonergan referred to communications as the "external relations" of theology. 19 But in chapter 14 he clarifies that external relations by no means leave received systematic content untouched, as if communications devised strategies to relay already finished theological content to an external culture, other fields of inquiry, groups, and subcultures. Rather, reflecting on the message of Christ in the specialty of communications has heuristic capacity. Christ's message involves many kinds of meaning-incarnate, cognitive, effective, and constitutive; and reception of its systematic, cognitive meaning in communications is not passive but an active, interpretative process of discovery taking account of all kinds and functions of meaning. 20 By analogy, communications is to systematics as Vatican II's Gaudium et spes (GS), the Pastoral Constitution on the Church in the Modern World, is to the council's Lumen gentium (LG), the Dogmatic Constitution on the Church. 21 In GS the Catholic Church does not understand itself to be defined as the antithesis of the secular, as if the secular were only an external negativity and not also positive and internal to faith and church members. GS praised the positive secularity of relative human autonomy open to the Creator. 22 Among those who exemplify positive secularity are scientists who reverence God as Creator. They act on the basis that "created things, and societies also, have their own laws and values which are to be gradually discovered, utilized, and ordered by us [humanity] . . . [and this] is in harmony with the will of the Creator." 23 At the same time they do not confuse religiously legitimate methodological abstention from belief as an explanatory principle with adopting theoretical or practical atheism. The council's positive secularity affirms the just autonomy of earthly realities, reflecting the influence of Thomas Aquinas mediated by renewed 20th-century Thomism. 24 In adopting an open secularity alternative to a secularity closed to transcendence, Vatican II moved the church's self-understanding away from its contingent realization in Christendom. The council's systematic ecclesiology in LG benefits from retrospective contextual understandings in GS. The Pastoral Constitution shows how the Dogmatic Constitution does not situate the church at the hub of a renewed Christendom.
The council did not develop a systematics of creation, though the Pastoral Constitution contains important themes on creation in and for Christ. Still, a Catholic and/or Protestant systematics of creation includes reviewing the history of the doctrine and setting forth the state of the question, as Anne Clifford has done. 25 It offers a synthesis of meaning in the belief and doctrine, as Jürgen Moltmann expounded in God in Creation. 26 On the other hand the book on creation and ecumenism by Per Lønning fits communications. 27 Lønning addressed contextual forgetfulness of the doctrine of creation and explained how variously the diverse confessional traditions understand that doctrine. I agree with Lønning that a weakened sense of creaturehood poses a problem of ecumenical breadth. I will consider first that problem in reference to a secular context.
The Ecumenical Problem
Substantive theological discussion starts with attention to traditional belief in God as Creator and finite reality as creation, not simply as universe, nature, or world. 28 The Hebrew Scriptures imply and affirm YHWH as Creator, a creational content no longer repressed by interpreting creation motifs as secondary derivatives from the primary saving actions of God. 29 The New Testament and the early church presuppose YHWH as Creator while refocusing the act of creating on Christ who mediates the divine act of creating and who acts, suffers, and rises from the dead for the redemption of creation . 30 Taken together, the two parts of the Bible invite belief that the world, including humanity and angels, is God's creation. Articles One and Two in the Niceno-Constantinopolitan Creed register belief in God the Father as Creator and in Christ as the one through whom all that has come to be has come to be. Creation not as divine act but as effect is all that has come to be and is coming to be, finite reality.
And yet as philosopher Rudi Te Velde notes, "The word 'creation' sounds a little old-fashioned, reminiscent of former, 'more religious times' in which we were still able to experience the hidden presence of the divine in nature." 31 This is exactly what Lønning and I point to as a problem of ecumenical breadth. Peter Scott comments that "the theme of creatureliness, which might permit an account of humanity placed in the middle of the world as part of nature, is displaced by a view of humanity as superior to nature's contingencies." 32 It may well be the case that Scott's critique of exaggerated anthropocentrism has it right in stating that "nature is the problem of modernity." 33 From Scott's remark an inference follows. Physical creation is the problem of modern Christianity. The problem is that nature and the cosmos, not to speak of humanity, are no longer experienced or recognized primarily as "creation" dependent on the Creator. Nor, despite the available term "creature," do many in the West sustain its full theological sense. The old biblical and creedal language and meaning remain an irreplaceable, elemental truth in what unites Christians, but the meaning has blurred, and meaningfulness has waned. In later sections I give reasons for thinking that loss of a sense of creaturehood may be reversible.
Perception of an occlusion of creaturehood that is a Christian, and so an ecumenical, problem has been around for at least 25 years. Again, Lønning, in speaking about Christian Schöpfungsvergessenheit (forgetfulness of creation), referred not only to the minimal role played in theology by the First Article but also to a mentality in Christians. He quoted Pierre Ganne, who commented, "For a long time attentive observers have remarked that many Christians seem to have lost the sense of creation." 34 A leading line of ecumenical reflection in response to the problem has sought to recoup belief in and doctrine on creation for the sake of responsible ecological praxis. Harmful ecological consequences have resulted from both misguided interpretations of Genesis 1-2 and forgetfulness of nature as God's creation. Corrective, ecologically literate affirmations and explanations have tended toward norms, conscience, and alliance with other ethical responses to the ecological crisis.
For example, in 1990 the WCC World Convocation on Justice, Peace, and the Integrity of Creation challenged some conventional Christian views and ecological indifference, affirming that God loves the creation. . . . Because creation is of God and the goodness of God permeates all creation, we hold all life as sacred. . . . The world, as God's handiwork, has its own inherent integrity: that land, waters, air, forests, mountains, and all creatures, including humanity, are "good" in God's sight. 35 The hope was to link this perspective with existing commitments to justice. 36 In 2009 the WCC integrated ecology into its social justice agenda, and reiterated the commitment in 2013. 37 Similarly, the Compendium of the Social Doctrine of the Church devotes sections 464−65 to the "The Crisis in the Relationship between Man and the Environment." 38 These official statements refer to the cosmos and nature as intrinsically good, as having integrity because, created by God, they derive therefrom a reality, integrity, and value prior to being a resource essential and instrumental to human life and well-being.
The proposal underway here, however, aims rather at reacquiring an idea of "creation" and believing in the Creator in the first place. Despite an ecological awakening, an inaccessible sense of creatureliness saps faith and justice. 39 I am not convinced that the invaluable current of ethically oriented reflection has had the effect also of reopening religious and theological doors to deepening awareness of creaturehood. What Lønning called forgetfulness of creation, a lost sense of creation to which Ganne pointed and what I am calling "occlusion of creaturehood," has not been put behind the ecumenical movement as if successfully engaged and resolved. So it is not beside the point to search for a theological and pastoral approach to a renewed sense of creaturehood.
Creaturehood
Do the external and internal dimensions of the secular context obscure creaturehood? WCC Faith and Order Paper 153 adverts to, without explanation, two ways in which a secular age could be said to abet occlusion of creaturehood if not produce the problem outright. 40 The first way is a scientific outlook. Presumably the authors of Paper 153 meant that science and confidence in science have penetrated into the realm of common sense, there to be fixed in the social imaginary. Science is taken for granted as the unparalleled knowledge of physical nature. As a result scientific method, its explanatory accomplishments, and its impact on technological directing of physical nature combine to preemptively lessen the impact of Christian belief in the Creator as the source and end of creation.
Scientific method excludes any causal or correlated factor having to do with what is not predefined as empirical, mathematical, or derived from the empirical. God, divine activity, and divine influence are not within the compass of the empirical, notwithstanding their concrete historical dimension central to biblical religion. Scientific accounts of the origin of the cosmos, the origin of life, and evolutionary understanding of life and humanity do not invoke a Creator, and so do not conceive the observable universe including humanity as "creation."
But then Paper 153 went on to a second, more diffuse contextual influence. The Paper states, "Another challenge to the Christian view of creation comes from the social reality of a secularized society in which religion seems superfluous as a factor of basic importance in the establishment and preservation of the social order." 41 That statement bears comment because it identifies something about a secularized society that somehow tells against a Christian view of creation. But how? Paper 153 describes a situation in which the organization of society affects the Christian view of creation. To identify religion as having a superfluous role in establishing and preserving social order can mean only that Christendom has ended. Christian faith and churches had established and preserved the social order of Christendom. The demise of Christendom means that divine revelation and Christian faith no longer undergird, influence, unify, and legitimate society's differentiated institutions (state, economy, science and education, culture, family, and religion).
After Christendom the social order and each of its constitutive spheres have come to be free-standing, self-sufficient, independent of religion and so of a direct reference to God. Everyday life in a postChristendom society has an anthropocentric premise that extends to seeing nature and human beings as less like creatures and images of a Creator. In the United States, however, the observation of Paper 153 does not hold, not because an anthropocentric premise is missing, but because there has been no Christendom. Political structures and life do not represent religious unity in Christian faith as lived in one church. For 220 years most citizens have been Christian, but the religion clauses of the First Amendment have kept the state from being the officially established political arm of Christian faith. So in the United States there has not been a legally arranged Christendom to collapse.
Still, religion in the United States no less than in Western Europe had formerly suffused the whole of the culture and its relation to the cosmos. The Declaration of Independence had spoken in creational terms of nature and God. And yet religion became more about subjectivity than cosmos. Science and technology, not religion, mediated a relationship with the cosmos. That relationship was not couched in terms of "creation" and "Creator." The prominence of science may have sidelined attention from another kind of mediation.
Economic mediation of society's and individuals' relationships to the cosmos and physical nature at the level of practice and common sense arguably has exercised enormous but less examined influence on religion generally and on a sense of creaturehood in particular. Here I will simply raise a question that pertains to premoral, pretheoretical common sense, and to the social imaginary as an interpretation of the world: Does economic mediation of a society's relationship to the cosmos and physical nature impact religious convictions about creation and the Creator? Economic mediation no less than science proceeds etsi Deus non daretur. But unlike science the economy has direct (if still somewhat limited but softly coercive) power over, for example, natural resources, jobs, wages, salaries, political opinions, and educational opportunities. The economy relies on preexisting realities like physical nature and employees' education, and exerts pressures on the whole social order outside the economic sphere. It has become an encompassing interpretation of social, cultural, and political existence, not least in regard to physical nature. It does not include categories such as God and creation and brooks no descriptive, normative, or interpretive assertions about the economy from religious faith.
The socially differentiated context, excepting the sphere of religion, does not use the concept of creaturehood. That is an observation from a theological perspective that yet concerns a large-scale condition and social situation accessible to empirical study. Does current sociology add something more precise to Paper 153 and theological discussion of how the secular context in the United States may have an impact on belief in the Creator and finite reality as creation? Recent research can be received as refining Paper 153's attention to social context. Interestingly-and as I show belowsociological public opinion research recognizes the interior as well as exterior aspect of a context by inquiring into people's self-understanding.
Sociological Findings
Granting the absence of Christendom, the secular context of the United States might seem to be a steady, unremarkable external circumstance and internal habit of mind in churchgoers. After all, Mark Chaves summed up research on American religion by pointing to "remarkable continuity in American religiosity between 1972 and 2008 . . . in more than two dozen religious practices, experiences, beliefs, and attitudes." 42 But as the eye is attracted by motion, so historians and social scientists also notice social changes within continuity. In one religious category, a degree of change has become evident. Change has occurred in the percentage of people who have abandoned organized religion altogether, as distinguished from those who merely switch religions. To me, ceasing involvement in organized religion seems to mean that the outlooks of those who disaffiliate will be more prone to absorbing contextual absence of the Creator/creation concept; they would lose contact with the tradition carrying out the concept. Moreover, those disconnecting from organized religion are among those with whom reevangelization wishes to enter into dialogue and to whom it hopes to find a way to renew the offer of a life-giving gospel.
To begin a consultation with sociology in more detail, the percentage of those identifying with no religion increased minutely after World War II but has accelerated from the 1990s to the present. Disaffiliation is predominantly a fact in US Christianity simply because the overwhelming majority of the population is Christian. Of interest to theology is a sociological finding: in the 1990s the percentage of the population answering "no religious preference" or "none" to questions about adherence to one of the listed religions jumped from 7 to 14%. 43 The percentage continued to rise after the 1990s. 44 More and more adults between 25 and 74 years of age responded "none" or "no religion" to socialscientific opinion polls on religious adherence.
By 2012 a full 20% of US adults said they have no religious affiliation. 45 Political polarization between a 20% highly religious minority and a 20% minority of avowed secularists stands out on the US landscape. 46 The middle 60% had been the territory of mainline Protestantism. 47 Within that middle, 27% in the United States still affirm that religion is very important in their lives. Nonetheless, in response to the question about religious affiliation, Robert Putnam and David Campbell point out that there are now more adults in the United States who identify themselves as "nones" (17%) than those who consider themselves mainline white Protestants (14%). 48 Attrition in Catholic churchgoing in the United States since the 1960s has been higher in percentage than in any other religion. 49 Catholics remain about 25% of the US population only because the number of newly arrived Catholics has made up for those who left the Church. 50 A significant aspect of shedding organized religion has to do with young adults aged 18-34. Over the last 50 years, about 50% of each younger generation among mainline white Protestants and Catholics have disconnected from their parents' religion. From 1966 to 2008 the percentage of college freshmen that rejected all religious identity rose from 6 to about 22%. Between 20 and 30% of those coming of age in the 1990s and 2000s say they have no religion. 51 The Pew Research Religion and Public Life Project reports that 30% of 18-to-30 year olds have no religious affiliation. 52 Leaving parental religion has accelerated. By 2006 among non-Hispanic, white Catholics whose parents were Catholic, 37% had switched to another denomination, and another 24% do not attend church, for a total of 61% not active in the faith of their parents. 53 Something similar holds for mainline white Protestants but not Evangelicals and Black Protestants. Very recent data show that Hispanic Catholic young adults aged 18 to 29 are dropping out of religion entirely, as distinguished from Hispanic Catholics who moved to Evangelical and Pentecostal churches. 54 The number of young adults saying "none" in response to "what is your religious preference" has been climbing among Hispanics too. 55 Is growing disenchantment with organized religion in the United States due to centuries-long processes of secularization? Understanding secularization as loss of belief would lead one to expect the spike in numbers of those leaving religion in the 1990s to increase the number of those who have no religious beliefs. Is that the case? Starting in 1990, was loss of faith the reason why so many left religions? After establishing the survey data on departures, sociologists Michael Hout and Claude Fischer inquire into three plausible causes for the increasing number of disaffiliations. 56 Were they disaffiliations due to people detaching from their family religion only to resume it when starting their own families (demographic explanation)? Or were they due to secularization (secularization explanation)? Or were people leaving behind a 1990s blending of the Religious Right and Republican politics (political explanation)?
Hout and Fischer conclude with the political explanation and exclude secularization. In 2013 they confirm this conclusion, explaining that the 1990s alliance between "the leadership of conservative denominations and politicians promoting a conservative social agenda was pushing political liberals from conservative denominations away from organized religion." 57 Liberal-leaning members of conservative churches began voting with their feet in an exit without argument.
Putnam and Campbell accept Hout and Fischer's 2002 explanation, but then explain it as a twogeneration process. Many baby-boomers averse to the libertine excesses of the 1960s adopted a rigorist stance in religion, often but not only Evangelical. They also took up a brand of patriotism, blending Republican politics with church-going. Their children have been leaving what they see as narrow-minded parental religion. Putnam and Campbell sum up the attitude of the younger generation thus: "If religion equals Republican, then they have decided that religion is not for them." 58 The rate of young adults departing from churches, from organized religion, keeps rising. Does that equal loss of belief in God, and therefore in the Creator?
Hout and Fischer examine loss of belief in those distancing themselves from churches. Unexpectedly, loss of belief does not correlate to a great extent with leaving a religion. Quite to the contrary, survey data from 1988 to 2000 show that some of the 20% with no religion continue to profess religious belief. In fact from 1988 to 2000 those who selected " I know God really exists, and have no doubt about it" rose from 18.8 to 29.2% of those disconnected from any religion. The percentage who held "while I have doubts, I feel that I do believe in God" increased from 12.9 to 20.4. Those who said "I don't believe in God" rose only from 12.9 to 14.2%. Less than 15% of the disaffiliated declared themselves atheists and just shy of 50% believe in God. Between 1974 and 1998 "belief in life after death actually increased among adults with no religion." 59 In 2000 another 18.6% of the nonreligious believed in a Higher Power, and 93% reported praying sometimes, with 20% saying they prayed daily. 60 Hout and Fischer conclude that most of the "nones" are "unchurched believers," not unbelievers. 61 Their analysis concludes that leaving a religion has not been due to or accompanied by loss of belief. Instead it is a reaction against the definite, historical situation in the 1990s when the Religious Right and church-going were joined at the hip with Republican politics. Consequently leaving churches did not correlate extensively with loss of belief in God. Among those who left, "unchurched believers still far outnumbered completely secular people in 2012." 62 So Hout and Fischer discount secularization as the cause for the growing minority of "nones."
Consulting sociological research shows that adopting a position of "no religion" does not necessarily involve loss of belief in God. I cautiously presume, on the basis of close association of God with Creator, that likewise there has been no automatic loss of belief in God as Creator. Research shows that leaving religion was due primarily to reaction against the Religious Right in the 1990s amid declining confidence in churches and church leaders. 63 The sociological explanation would seem to rule out a strong negative influence from the secular context on a sense of creaturehood. Secularization as loss of belief does not explain, for instance, the increasing number of young adults who have declared themselves to have no religion. Surprising numbers still hold religious beliefs.
The picture changes, however, if privatization of religion rather than loss of belief is a sign of secularization. Hout and Fischer and Putnam and Campbell limit secularization's impact to the incidence of loss of belief. They do not deal with other putative effects such as the privatization and marginalization of religion. The latter two are aggregate effects residing in the organization of a society. But privatization is also a matter of individual decision. It seems obvious that those who decide to leave a religion and adopt a no-religion outlook that yet retains a limited core of belief are privatizing their religion. They are solo believers apart from a religious community. Their social condition, though not the collapsed Christendom conveyed by Paper 153, nonetheless bears on the sense of creaturehood.
In theological perspective asocial religiosity attenuates a sense of creaturehood for the following reason having to do with public liturgical worship: solidarity in the truth of creaturely dependence has social expression in organized worship. And that means a designated time and place for gatherings, that is, organized religion. It does not have to be emphasized here that embracing the unique dependence on God as Creator fulfills rather than derails personal self-direction. This is to say that the sense of creation cannot be limited to being a preunderstanding operative in a multitude of private spiritualities because each person's awareness of creation extends to all finite reality. The comprehensive horizon in the idea of creation includes all human beings created by and oriented toward God. Creaturehood is the universal condition of finite reality that human beings have in common with all creatures. In organized Christian religion, such solidarity involves periodically giving expression to standing with all creation and all humanity as fellow creatures returning thanks in dependence on God. Liturgy is an action replete with direct and indirect reference to the Creator. Absence of liturgy from people's lives removes an occasion for remembering creaturehood.
Certainly, personal worship in heart, mind, and conscience does not begin or end at the church door. But exterior, public expression of worship in communal, sacramental word and ritual deed has been essential in Christianity since the pre-and post-resurrection ministry of Christ witnessed to by the New Testament. Leaving churches behind in that respect involves a diminished sense of creaturehood on the horizontal level of relations among fellow creatures. Whether a weakened sense of creaturehood is cause of or effect from a nonliturgical life, I do not know. In either case, though, nonparticipation in liturgical worship signals the dwindling of a strong appreciation for the First Article of the Creed and a weakening sense of creaturehood as a universal and personal condition. Belief in God as Creator without participation in public worship epitomizes a weakly enacted preunderstanding of creaturehood.
But belief without liturgy by no means explains the total, more pervasive problem of an increasing number of unchurched believers besetting churches and the ecumenical movement in the United States. The best explanation for that problem so far is Hout and Fischer's account of a particular combination of religion and politics in the 1990s. In sum, the secular context as scientific and no longer legitimated by religion (WCC Paper 153) does not cause loss of belief in God (Hout and Fischer). I infer that those possible causes also do not by themselves bring about loss of a sense of creaturehood. As I have suggested, however, privatized religion, another aspect of secularization, further reduces an already enfeebled sense of creation.
The foregoing brief outline of the situation of the "nones" as unchurched believers rather than diehard atheists has instructive significance for churches concerned to remain faithful to the best interests of the disaffiliated in a new, respectful kind of evangelization. In particular, if many-and I have anecdotal, not social-scientific, evidence for this-have a background in a green experience of nature, nurturing strong convictions on meeting the ecological crisis, then grappling with primordial faith gains the standing of a pastoral, as well as theological, agenda.
Moving away from a negative perspective on the secular context and toward a positive aspect, the following sections address one way in which what Taylor calls "the immanent frame" facilitates emergence of a sense of creation. My approach accepts Lonergan's distinction between belief and faith, applying it to "green" experience of physical nature interpreted as somehow sacred and evocative of a "primordial faith." Biblical teachings and Christian faith have interpreted nature in that light as "creation" due to a "Creator." Can belief in God as Creator emerge from green experience of nature?
Belief without Faith?
Friedrich Schleiermacher, in his classic text, On Religion: Speeches to the Cultured Despisers of Religion (1799), described and argued for experiential access to creaturehood. 64 He grounded religion in subjective experience of creaturehood, opening a parched subjectivity to the waters of an independently grounded, experiential religion. He set this off from dogmatic, ethical, philosophical, and scientific approaches to God's existence. Religion, Schleiermacher argued, had its own, distinct, unique basis in an apprehension of absolute dependence with an affective dimension, the theologically famous, das schlecthinnige Abhängigkeitsgefühl, a sense of absolute dependence. 65 Since then the sciences have altered the worldviews available in the West and elsewhere.
Moreover, there are well-known critical issues in regard to religious experience, especially whether or not and to what extent it can be thought of as independent from interpretation. I will postulate rather than argue some principles on this topic. 66 I do not agree with the postliberal position that assigns the determinative role in religious experience to antecedent language and doctrine. 67 I do agree that language and a shared social reality are involved. 68 The mitigated postliberal view that all experience is theory-laden is an over-determination that rules out new experience not prefigured in previous theory and thought. At the same time interpretation belongs to rather than follows experience. Taking interpretation to mean conceptual categories gives too little place to an interpretative capacity in preconceptual meanings not so much deposited in language as latent in, transmitted by, and absorbed from everyday participation in social practices and interactions. Lonergan's analysis of culturally relative common sense and Taylor's concept of the social imaginary account for a realm of pretheoretical, sometimes preconceptual meanings that envelop and help interpret but do not generate or determine all experiences. 69 The distinction and link between experience and interpretation bear on subsequent discussion of experiential and interpretative components in a "green" experience of physical nature. 70 Lonergan's distinction between belief and faith has nothing to do with a shop-worn contrast between Catholic belief in true doctrines and Lutheran faith as trust in God. 71 Those are variations in belief, not in faith. Lonergan places faith and belief in a universal perspective that illuminates all religions but does not deny the unique act and content of Christian belief out of which his theology springs. Chapter 14 in Method in Theology, for example, guides theological reflection on the distinctive Christian universality in belief, mission, and message that subsumes and infinitely exceeds the universality of faith out of which all religions spring. Faith according to Lonergan is "the knowledge born of religious love." 72 The universal condition of being loved by God evokes a universal response of religious love, however obscure the object of that love may be, and however distorted that ultimate concern may be as refracted through visible creatures frequently confused with divinity. Religious love is unrestricted, unconditional, self-transcending being-in-love. Religious love is religious experience or, as Lonergan points out, the experience of the holy described by Rudolf Otto. 73 It is Paul Tillich's ultimate concern and Karl Rahner's view of what Ignatius of Loyola called "consolation without a cause." 74 What Lonergan calls faith emerges from religious love and belongs to religious experience. Some manner of this faith-and I will call it "primordial faith"-acknowledges a divine source, no matter how varied and inadequate incipient ideas of the divine may be. Some version of that primordial faith is a component in all religious experience. Religious love and primordial faith together are the religious experience at the root of any specific, concrete, historical religion. Primordial faith expresses itself in religious meanings and religious values shared in a community. Expressions of religious meanings and values are what Lonergan designates the "word" of religion. 75 Besides language, the word of a religion may occur through intersubjective relationships in art, symbol, exemplary people, and communal achievements. 76 Religions begin in religious love and the responding primordial faith. There follow the word expressed by religion and the belief accepting that word. Belief receives a religion's communal word. Beliefs are judgments on what is true and factual and are judgments of value on what is good and worthwhile. Christian beliefs comprise the content of Scripture and tradition summed up in the three articles of the Nicene-Constantinopolitan Creed, articulated in doctrines, and expounded in theologies. Enveloping these articulated words, argues Doran (and I agree with him), Scripture also contains elemental meanings that have never been articulated as precise propositions or taught as doctrine. 77 They may never be formally defined, yet along with the doctrinal word are meanings constitutive of the church. To Doran's analysis I would add sacraments and liturgy in church tradition as also containing elemental meanings not formulated in dogma and doctrine.
Although not articulated as such in Method in Theology, it is fair to say that Lonergan's analysis has the following causal sequence:
1. God freely bestows divine love on all by the Holy Spirit in a universal divine outpouring; 2. human religious love responds in an inchoate, universal human passion that 1. involves primordial faith, some awareness of a divine source, 2. expresses in a particular religion's word about the divine source, 3. and is held in communal and individual belief in a religion's word.
It is likewise fair to say that nothing prevents nonreductive Christian appropriation and application of Lonergan's analysis to Christianity itself.
Christianity subsumes, contains, and transforms all five moments. They are copresent and operate simultaneously in all divided, yet partially united, churches. Prior elements are not left behind by the next, as if a booster rocket had fallen away. My focus will be on (a) primordial faith, (b) Christianity's word about creation, and (c) belief in that word. In Christianity too primordial faith underlies and gives impetus to the religious word. Creedal Articles One and Two on creating by the Father through the agency of the Son sum up the word of Christianity on the divine source. Belief in that word and its scattered biblical basis belong to the undivided heritage of the divided churches. Belief in God as Creator and affirmation of human and natural creaturehood have not been at issue in the historical divisions to whose reconciling ecumenism devotes itself.
A lessened sense of creaturehood is lost access to (a), faith that involves some awareness of a divine source. Loss enfeebles Christian belief in the religious word about God as Creator (b). Without a strong primordial faith Christian belief (c) in the whole gospel has unstable roots. What characterizes the situation of contemporary Christianity is a decline in (a), faith as awareness of a divine source of the totality of the cosmos, with an undermining of (b), the word of Christianity on the Creator, and of (c) belief that the cosmos and nature are creation. The outcome is inaccessible creaturehood. And yet the origin of Christianity did not involve withdrawal from, negation of, or cessation in praxis of primordial faith already preexistent in Israel, even as that faith was transformed and subsumed into Christian belief. Something similar had happened with Israel's transforming of ancient Near Eastern primordial faith into biblical creation motifs. 78 The contemporary condition facing ecumenism is as if Christianity has forgotten that the common basis for religions identified by Vatican II's Declaration on the Relation of the Church to Non-Christian Religions exists in a unique way within Christianity too. 79 Christians too answer the question put to them by their human existence, What is that final unutterable mystery which takes in our lives and toward which we tend? Belief in Christ does not terminate either the question or seeking the meaning of its traditional Christian answers, not least in reference to God as Creator.
An Ignatian Contribution
The primary aspect of mission in the West, I suggest, is not how divided churches with parallel commitments to reevangelize lapsed and unchurched believers go about repreaching and reteaching the core of Christian belief. Rather the problem most needing solution is how to respond with ecumenical cooperation to the problem of diminishing primordial faith and Christianity's enervated word of a creature-Creator relationship that no longer adequately conveys Israel's belief in the Creator refocused on Christ. Yet an etiolated sense of creaturehood is not extinction of what Lonergan identified as religious love for the divine. Popular slogans to the effect of "spirituality, yes; religion, no," still bespeak religious love in its native obscurity and enigmatic desire for the divine, for the absolute. That is reason enough not to indulge in captious polemics against spirituality without religion. At the same time absence from social expression of worship in churches presents not primarily a moral but an ontological issue.
The universal root of religion in responsive religious love and primordial faith lives within all historical religions, not least biblical Israel and Christianity. The root is not inert, and evidently is affected by its historical, ebbing-and-flowing actualizations from culture to culture, era to era. Occlusion of creaturehood is the ebbing of its human actualization in the particular cultural context of the modern and postmodern West. The constant divine source of religion begins in universal divine love, and differentially influences each successive element. Divine revelation in Christ coupled with the inspiration of the New Testament introduced new content into the Christian word of religion but did not extinguish primordial faith anymore than the First Commandment against idolatry had suppressed Israel's primordial faith.
Ecclesial responses to declining church membership and lessening Christian credibility understandably start by energetically promoting specifically Christian beliefs. However, the receding tide of primordial faith ebbs beneath our ecumenical feet. Christianity does not pay enough attention to its own participation, however transformed, in religious love, primordial faith, and the word of a Creatorcreature relationship. Those are not specifically Christian matters. Yet, as Schillebeeckx somewhere commented, Christians lose an influence from grace when they limit their concern to specifically Christian experiences of grace. Christians too carry within themselves the seeds of pre-Christian grace (always threatened by human distortion) in the form of religious love and primordial faith.
It seems to me that, however incomplete and subject to destructive political distortions we may think it to be, Islam as a whole has not lost touch with that religious love, that primordial faith, and that word of religion about the Creator and creatures. Christianity too carries religious love and primordial faith but does not seem to cultivate them. Yet how can belief in Christ flourish without a nourishing primordial faith? As a universal wellspring of religious experience and not just historical lineage, primordial faith links Christians not only to Abrahamic religions but also to pre-Abrahamic religions whose covenant with the Creator was a sacred participation in the cosmos itself.
The cosmos and nature call us into a postmodern reperceiving of our situation as cosmic creatures, "ennatured" subjects. Te Velde reflects positively about recovery of a creational vocabulary:
Talk of "creation" may, in fact, be seen as expressive of the fundamental experience that in all of our practical and theoretical dealings with the world, in all our self-responsible concerns for the ethical and political orderings of our freedom, the very being of reality takes the initiative. 80 The very being of physical nature rings our bell, calling us to be ourselves and to accept our earthly being. Ignatian spirituality adds an Augustinian emphasis on the always-prior grace of God, conversion, and activity by the Holy Spirit within human beings that enable them to hear that call from the physical cosmos. Ignatian spirituality has the potential to guide contemporary appropriations of primordial faith.
Might Christians in divided churches be able to reopen and reclaim experience of primordial faith with its awareness of the divine source? If ecological concern in Protestant, Catholic, and Orthodox churches is to have a proper place in Christian discipleship, it needs roots in belief formed and energized by primordial faith. Without primordial faith Christian belief in the core tenets of revelation is like a free-floating island of matted vegetation blown across the ocean by winds from all directions.
An Ignatian Perspective
At stake is a monotheistic and Christian sense of the cosmos as creation and of human persons as creatures. The cosmos and our own mindful bodiliness are physical "nature." As already noted, speaking of humanity, nature, and the cosmos as "creation" has fallen into the realm of the quaint. How then are we to repeat and transmit the Christian word and belief in God as "creator," the world as "creation," and our relation to God as "creatures"? How do we receive and respect, wonders David Burrell, "a sui generis relation" not at all like a "reciprocal relation between two items in the world"? 81 Though philosophical, scientific, and other theoretical starting points are feasible, I venture to propose that the green experience of nature can be one practical entrance onto our native ground of creaturehood. A postmodern, green, ecological experience of nature can be a pretheoretical, fragmentary, nonsystematic remembering of primordial faith that biblical and traditional teachings have interpreted as creatureliness.
The green experience of nature is a postmodern mode of human consciousness of nonhuman nature that intends, feels, judges, appreciates, and relates to nonhuman nature as worthy of respect close to reverence. An affective, practical sensibility, such appreciative respect verging on reverence for nature can be found to combine knowledge of natural science, direct observation of concrete details in animals, plants, and terrain, immediate presence to nature in wilderness or in pocket parks within urban areas, poetry, and art. 82 Nourished by scientific knowledge, green experience does not derive from knowledge of science. Green experience of nonhuman nature tends to alter the human relationship to nature from utility to an effective respect from within membership in what followers of naturalist Aldo Leopold refer to as an ecological community. 83 Often, this respect is remarked in a phrase such as the "intrinsic significance" of nature. The WCC spoke about the "integrity" of creation.
An ecological community embraces humanity and nonhuman nature. Green experience of nature involves a sense of commonality with nature. This is a being-with-nature that accompanies respect for the in-itself-ness of every nonhuman natural being. Green experience involves recognition-often in a sensibility rather than a thematic idea-that prior to being an instrument to human ends, nonhuman nature exists for its own ends. Moreover, the ecological community is asymmetrical. Humans depend on nonhuman nature in ways that are not reciprocal. 84 Fish do not need fisher-folk. Wheat can flourish without farmers. Mountains do not need hikers. Minerals do not need miners. Most of nonhuman nature (certain viruses, bacteria, and parasites excluded) flourishes without depending on human existence, would continue without it, and may be harmed by it. Similarly, discovery of the unimaginably large cosmos with billions of galaxies each containing billions of stars has a humbling, decentering effect on humanity.
To call the green experience of nature a postmodern mode of consciousness needs clarification. Postmodern thought and consciousness, according to contemporary philosopher Gianni Vattimo, do not surpass modernity by advancing into a new stage of history. The idea of a complete break from the past received as tradition and then a starting-over due to a new, superior, and final stage in understanding defines modernity, not postmodernity. 85 Postmodernity does not succeed to and replace the modern period. Rather, postmodern insights into limits, contradictions, and misguided adventures complicate modernity. Postmodern skepticism does not deny, but does sit more humbly with, modernity's achievements. Layers of liberating irony result, lighting up unexamined, constraining channels operative in modernity.
So to identify green experience as postmodern does not invoke neo-Romanticism because a green experience of nature does not leave behind modern science, especially evolution and genetics. A green grasp of the intrinsic reality of nature, however, does underscore the irony in the 19th-century concept of a march in triumphal progress toward limitless conquest and subjection of physical nature. 86 Green irony grasps the conflict between modern self-assurance toward nature and the distressing spoliation of nature harmful for the human species too. It is well known that the ecological crisis flows from modern self-understandings that have buoyed the reality and worth of (Western) human beings by reducing other parts of nature and other colonized parts of the world to instruments of human (modern, Western) purposes.
Now, what about green experience of nature and Ignatian spirituality? We know about Ignatius's love for stargazing, sense of human situatedness in the whole cosmos, and his sense of divine immanence in creation, preeminently and incommensurably in the incarnation. Does Ignatian spirituality, then, offer any hermeneutical assistance for interpreting our own and others' being-moved in responses to the cosmos as "primal revelation," to borrow a phrase from Thomas Berry? 87 Surely this must be a misguided question. After all, Ignatius's First Principle and Foundation looms up as an unshaken pillar of anthropocentrism. It centers all of creation on individual humans and their attaining freedom to reach the end for which God has created them, namely, God.
Nothing, then, seems less likely to be able to interpret the green experience of nature than a spirituality guided by the Spiritual Exercises. By itself the First Principle would seem to enshrine a utilitarian approach to creation. According to it, apparently everything else except the person praying, every created reality, including other human beings, has an instrumental role testing the Christian disciple's fidelity to the absolute primacy of the Creator. Ignatius seems to play out in a spiritual key that very utilitarian approach to creation embedded in modern commercial, technological, colonial, and capitalist harnessing of all nature to human preferences and purposes. However, and to the contrary, many created realities about which the Spiritual Exercises inculcate freedom are not so much entities as they are human situations like wealth and poverty, sickness and health, a long life or a short life.
Moreover, much of the originality of the Exercises lies in the role of imagination and affect open to experience, Scripture, tradition, and the church. Accordingly the history of Ignatian praxis says something about the creative ways according to which Ignatian principles have guided people's appropriation of faith, Scripture, and individual divine guidance. 88 José Alejandro Aguilar looked to the contemplation to attain love in Ignatius's Spiritual Exercises as a movement out of our preoccupations and into respect for nature. 89 José García de Castro explored consolation without cause and n. 316 in the Exercises as the "most important clue for understanding and justifying our option of caring for the natural word." 90 James Profit wrote about the four "weeks" of the Exercises grounding reconciliation with creation. 91 The First Principle does not figure in these reflections. Nonetheless it is an inescapable, signal moment in an Ignatian approach to the cosmos as creation.
Unexpectedly, moreover, the First Principle also has ecumenical significance. Evangelical pastor and theologian Brian Rice, on "The Ignatian Way" website, writes:
It is difficult to emphasize how significant this First Principle and Foundation are [sic] for Ignatius' theology and spirituality. . . . I am struck by the similarity of this First Principle and the language used by the Reformers in their catechisms. And one in particular, the Westminster Shorter Catechism, which asks:
What is the chief end of man?
A:
The chief end of man is to glorify God and enjoy Him forever. I suggest that today, at least in the West, the creature-Creator relationship is being led by the Spirit into a new kind of human solidarity with nonhuman creation. 93 The leading comes, that is, not from human reasoning alone but also from interior attractions to ecological interests and attention to the intrinsic reality of nature due to Christ and the Holy Spirit. The Creator and guide of the whole cosmos and author of evolving nature is the same Creator of whom Ignatius spoke in the Exercises. The same God who labors in individual retreatants' liberating enlightenment simultaneously creates and supervises the cosmos.
Ignatian spirituality in a green, postmodern religious situation unites the cosmic and intimately personal modes of the Creator's presence. The two modes need not be experienced or conceived as opposites, though they are distinct. The God with whom we relate in Ignatian spirituality is the same God who creates and superintends the randomness in a cosmos more than 90 billion light years across with at least 125 billion galaxies, each containing billions of stars. 94 Do some planets other than Earth have intelligent life? 95 Theological reflection in a speculative mode has to take up the New Testament theology of creation by and through Christ, whom Ignatius acclaimed as Lord and the divine Word incarnate.
The Exercises, then, provide an interpretative perspective on primordial faith within the life of a Christian. That perspective is all the more needed because diverse religious words interpret primordial faith within a green, sacral experience of nature. Interpretations give primordial faith's obscure intimation definite content, and differences in content matter greatly. That is, a green experience of nonhuman nature does not produce its own, complete, universally acceptable interpretation of divine creation. The chair of a scientific association, an atheist, conversed about experiencing nature as sacral, yet not related to anything beyond itself. For some today religious love in conjunction with primordial faith has disconnected from religious words in Scripture and tradition that refer to a divine cosmic source. This may be a primordial faith still in gestation, or it may be religious experience whose development some past inadequate religious words have arrested.
Biblical interpretation of primordial faith proceeds not as a purely human element due to careful reasoning alone but from a transcendent source without which religious experience could be interpreted with no reference to God as the benevolent Creator. In Scripture, religious words attest to Israel's and Christianity's diachronic experience, understanding, and judgments. Inspiration given by God to biblical authors illuminates and supplements communal experiences. Revelation as interpretation of primordial faith comes, in Ignatian terms, simultaneously "from above" (divine illumination of experience and occasional addition to its content) and "from below" (Israel's experiences, understandings, judgments, and decisions).
Both the Hebrew and Christian Scriptures interpret the world in one fundamental way. Nature and the cosmos, including humanity, are something that has been created by the only one real God, not many gods. The cumulative religious word in the Bible about one God, creator of all, affirms the cosmos as "creation," clarifying and completing an already experienced sacrality of nature as somehow springing from the divine. That biblical word brings, lifts, guides, and enlightens primordial faith so that it becomes belief in God as Creator and recognition of all reality other than God as creation. The origin of everything was not simply a powerful, superhuman organization of preexisting, possibly eternal, but nonetheless chaotic, matter. Israel's belief in a divine Creator emerged amid many competing ancient Near Eastern creation myths and narratives. Affirmation of monotheism and of divine creating has not been self-evident from, or necessarily contained in, the green experience of nonhuman nature that typically unfolds in respect for the methodological limits of science going about its explanatory business etsi Deus non daretur. Belief in the Creator and affirmation of nature and cosmos as creation are a point of arrival from, but not necessarily ingredients in, green experience of nature. Man is created to praise, reverence, and serve God our Lord, and by this means to save his soul.
The other things on the face of the earth are created for man to help him in attaining the end for which he is created.
Hence, man is to make use of them in as far as they help him in the attainment of his end, and he must rid himself of them in as far as they prove a hindrance to him.
Therefore, we must make ourselves indifferent to all created things, as far as we are allowed free choice and are not under any prohibition. Consequently, as far as we are concerned, we should not prefer health to sickness, riches to poverty, honor to dishonor, a long life to a short life. The same holds for all other things.
Our one desire and choice should be what is more conducive to the end for which we are created. 96 The spiritual upshot is to put before a retreatant a costly God-centeredness willing to stand up to interior blockages to God's individual guidance. In the broader cultural context of green experience and ecology the First Principle serves to warn away from unexamined polytheism, pantheism, animism, and panentheism without divine otherness. It leaves open the deepest channel that can be described as Ignatian panentheism, an outlook summed up in a traditional phrase in Ignatian spirituality: "finding God in all things." The First Principle against the background of Israel's and Christianity's religious word on creation assists the green experience of nature in becoming a pathway to creaturehood in a panentheistic cosmos.
Panentheism affirms divine presence to and in everything. Valid as that is, panentheism can be conceived in a way that compresses Creator-creature otherness to theoretical and practical extinction. It can then be understood to mean that the divine is the one constitutive inner form of all in the universe. The cosmos becomes, in Sallie McFague's famous, evocative image, God's body. 97 I hesitate to criticize this pedagogically effective image, so much has McFague contributed to ecotheology and to my understanding of it. Nevertheless by itself the metaphor does not sufficiently clarify the Creatorcreature difference. God becomes the cosmic soul. The divine cosmic soul entails a unity between Creator and cosmos that obscures divine transcendence and implies that the physical cosmos somehow shares divinity with its divine soul.
To the contrary, however, it is Christ's individual human body that is uniquely God's body in the full sense. But the cosmos as a whole is not hypostatically united to the creating Word. The eschatological future may be rightly said to diffuse new being from Christ's risen bodiliness to the whole transfigured cosmos. But even when God will be all in all, Christ's risen bodiliness remains God's body in a decisive, unique, causal way through the hypostatic union. The insight of McFague and others into divine immanence, however, remains valid, misleading imagery notwithstanding.
Ignatian spirituality and panentheism affirm divine immanence. José Alejandro Aguilar refers to Ignatius in no. 235 of the Exercises, urging the retreatant to "look at how God dwells in creatures, in the elements, giving them being." 98 This is part of what makes finding God in all things possible. The other part is graced interiority. Still, finding God in all things is not an epistemological or hermeneutic subject-object relationship. Instead, finding God in all things means that the seeker is being found by God already present to all things. God is omnipresent to everything, including ourselves, as divine cause, provident guide, and final fulfillment. We can find God in all things, including physical nature, because God already is their immanent source and end. Yet divine immanence is inseparably an aspect of divine transcendence. Ignatian panentheism affirms divine immanence but with more clarity about divine transcendence than in some ecotheologies. Ignatian panentheism with its clarity on the Creator-creature otherness interprets and preserves the green experience of nature. The Ignatian perspective connects green experience to the biblical word on creation and Creator, opens the experience to Christian tradition on creation theology, and thereby assists those with green experience in coming to belief in God as Creator of the cosmos.
Conclusion: Reevangelization
Reevangelization reoffers the gospel both to decided ex-Christians and to those of lapsed or inactive faith in lands and families that had been Christian. Simply repreaching the contents of Christian beliefs will not offer an opportunity for people to be reawakened to their primordial faith, to enter experientially into belief in the Creator and the world as creation. Reevangelization might be able to reawaken primordial faith today if resources for mission respect the dimension of spirituality. As Daniel Berrigan famously said, "Don't just do something, stand there!" Berrigan's counsel pertains to attentive listening to peoples' experiences of nature and discerning the meaning in the green outlook.
Many people of all religious persuasions and none are convinced about the importance of addressing the ecological crisis. Somewhere latent in those convictions is a green experience and interpretation of nature. I suspect that this is especially the case among unchurched believers who deserve more respect than some pastors and theologians accord them. These people are part of the reason for naming witness "reevangelization." Reevangelization that listens to a green, ecological outlook may be able to decipher primordial faith open to Christian belief in ways that invite dialogue. Without that listening and a shared affinity with nature, a standard approach all too readily gathers up and puts in place evangelizing goals and methods from previous periods, missing out on how God is acting in people today.
Being affected by nature evokes respect close to reverence. Many persons echo the familiar sentiment, "the forest is my cathedral." Awareness of beauty, power, consistency, and unpredictability in nonhuman nature coupled with acknowledging nature's intrinsic worth and integrity evokes a sense that the cosmos is already somehow sacred as if blessed by the Creator prior to humanity. And of course this is just what Genesis 1-2 presents. The green experience belongs to, or is close to, religious experience. Feelings of respect for nature indicate a being-moved in a way that is close enough to reverence to qualify as something akin to experience of the sacred. This being-moved with some awareness of a divine source is religious love and primordial faith. Green experience of nature is "green spirituality." 99 Scientifically disenchanted nature in a secular age still has the uncanny presence that lets it be a new point of contact with the realm of the nontriumphalist sacred that seeks no social hegemony. A revised relation to physical nature and the cosmos has become a new element in the religious situation of divided Christianity, a new element that crosses the borders of, rather than divides, churches and ecclesial bodies.
The Spiritual Exercises, particularly the First Principle and Foundation, along with Ignatian spirituality as a whole make discernment of nature experiences feasible. In a secular context, the experiences and their interpretation are on an experiential frontier. Ignatian spirituality offers the churches a respectful way of educating reawakened primordial faith to the possibility of creation and the Creator. Otherwise, in spirituality and lived religion, varieties of pantheism and panentheism easily and with good will blur the Creator-creature difference. The religious word of biblical interpretation of primordial faith comes to expression in Ignatian panentheism. This concept, not unlike but not identical with the perspectives of Pierre Teilhard de Chardin, accords with the Christian word on the God of Israel as Creator through the agency of the divine Word (Jn 1:1-14). This kind of panentheism has been lived and learned in the realm of spirituality. The range of meanings from which it draws and to which it is a heuristic guide would be even more widely beneficial and understood if alongside pastoral praxis the meanings were theorized in theology and philosophy.
Finally, I suggest that green experience of nature allied with concern for the ecological crisis is a kairos in the modern/postmodern West. But the emergence of primordial faith led by grace into Christian belief in the Creator and in Christ through whom all that has come to be is new wine needing new wineskins. The ecological crisis and consciousness have the potential to be a graced time of new attraction to the cosmic dimension of humanity and, simultaneously through that, to the gospel. The key is starting where people in fact are and live. Not every congregation could be a new spiritual home for people who have moved from former religious allegiances through a nonreligious way into Christian appreciation for the cosmos as creation. It is doubtful especially among unchurched believers that rehearing the word of God interpreting the green experience of nature will stir a desire to return to any and all divided congregations. Nor is the key finding the right kind of advertising and events to draw people onto church properties.
The wilderness setting of John the Baptist's mission of prophecy often passes unnoticed as physical nature because the focus falls on John's ascetical practices. The Spirit led Jesus too into the wilderness, out of which he emerged with clarity about his calling before his river baptism by John. It is interesting that Jesus did not confine his words and deeds to synagogues and the Temple but taught in towns and, more to the point, on hillsides, on the sea, and walking through the countryside. 
